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ABSTRACT 

Since Alexander Brown first published the Zuniga Map in America in 1890 

in Genesis of the United States,1 historians have recognized that this map could 

contain the key to determining the fate of Sir Walter Raleigh’s 1587 colony. The 

Zuniga map, which was prepared in Jamestown around 1608, states that there 

were surviving Englishmen in several places in present-day North Carolina. 

David Beers Quinn wrote: “Clearly the Zuniga map is of the greatest importance 

in showing us what was known and surmised in 1608 as to the area south of the 

James (River).”2 Unfortunately, the map is not easily understood and historians 

have not agreed on the interpretation of its geography, and thus on the location 

of the surviving Englishmen. 

This paper introduces for the first time another historical map of Virginia, 

drawn in the same year as the Zuniga map and covering the same geographic 

area – Southeastern Virginia and Northeastern North Carolina. The authors have 

decided to follow the lead of the map’s former owner, H.P. Kraus, and call this 

map the Percy Map.  Historians have not previously recognized the map’s 

potential to aid in the search for the colonists, possibly because it contains so 

little information to aid in its interpretation.3 The authors of this paper have 

made a thorough analysis of the Percy map and determined that it holds the key 

                                                           
1  Alexander Brown, Genesis of the United States (Boston, New York:  Houghton, Mifflin, and Co.), 

1890:  1067-1068. 

2  David Beers Quinn, England and the Discovery of America 1481-1620 (London:  George Allen 

and Unwin, Ltd.), 1974:  461-466. 

3  Every published copy of this map is in black and white.  Thus, historians did not recognize 

that two of the five villages emphasized by red coloring were the focal point of the original map. 
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to interpreting the poorly understood Zuniga map. With its help, the larger body 

of surviving Englishmen in the Zuniga map has been more accurately located.  

This paper will show that the new Zuniga-Percy interpretation, with the help of 

a Farrer and a Mouzon map, locates surviving Englishmen in the site that the 

authors previously identified in their published theory about the fate of Sir 

Walter Raleigh’s 1587 colony.42 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4  Philip McMullan, Beechland & the Lost Colony (Nags Head, NC:  Pamlico and Albemarle 

Publishing), 2014. 
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Hidden Maps, Hidden City: A Search for the Lost Colony  

INTRODUCTION53 

Sir Walter Raleigh’s 1587 attempt to colonize Queen Elizabeth’s ‘Virginia’ 

resulted in the ‘Legend of the Lost Colony’, a tale well known in America and 

England.  Paul Green’s outdoor drama, “The Lost Colony”6 has commemorated 

Raleigh’s 1587 colony for 75 years. At the play’s conclusion, the 117 men, women 

and children simply disappear into the mist.  Many long-time residents of 

northeastern North Carolina enjoy the play, but do not subscribe to this 

mysterious conclusion.  They believe the colonists, their ancestors, were not lost 

but merged with the Croatan Indians in Beechland, which is now in Dare County, 

North Carolina.  

For the last 30 years, the authors have attempted to use historical maps, 

Roanoke Voyage narratives, oral histories, and field studies in an attempt to 

identify the first location of the 1587 colonists after they left Roanoke Island. 

From this research, they have developed the theory that most of the colonists 

moved 50 miles into the mainland with the Croatan Indians to an Indian village 

at the bend of the Alligator River called Tramanskecooc.  There they harvested 

sassafras, which they sent back to England.  Sassafras was highly profitable for 

Raleigh and his investors because it was believed by many to be a cure for 

                                                           
5  Although the authors remain fully responsible for the conclusions drawn here, they are most 
indebted to Dr. Charles Ewen, East Carolina University, and Dr. Mark Nicholls, St Johns College, 

Cambridge, for their helpful advice. 

6  Paul Green, “The Lost Colony:  An Outdoor Play in Two Acts” (Chapel Hill:  UNC Press), 1937. 
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syphilis.  This theory is fully explained in Mr. McMullan’s master’s thesis74and 

briefly in this paper.  As they continued their research, the authors decided to 

examine early Jamestown historical maps to see if they would support or 

contradict their theory.  That examination is the principal subject of this paper.  

ZUNIGA AND PERCY MAPS COMPARED 

 
        Fig. 1 The Zuniga Map             Fig. 2 The Percy Map 

 

 

Fig. 3 John Smith ‘Ould Virginia’                                       

                                                           
7  McMullan, Beechland. 
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The Zuniga Map in Figure 1 and the Percy Map in Figure 2 both depict the land and 

waterways of southeastern Virginia and northeastern North Carolina.8 5The lower left part of each 

map represents that territory shown in a John Smith map ‘Ould Virginia’ in Figure 3,9 which 

represents the northeastern part of in present day North Carolina.   

THE ZUNIGA MAP 

 

Fig. 4 The Zuniga Map c1608 of Virginia 

The complete Zuniga map is shown in Figure 4. About it, David Beers 

Quinn wrote: “Clearly the Zuniga map is of the greatest importance in showing us 

                                                           
8  Alexander Brown, Item LVI, “Zuñiga to Philip III”, Genesis.  The original Zuniga map is in the 

Archivo General de Simancas, M.P.D., IV-66, XIX 153.  H. P. Kraus, “Virginia (The Percy Map)”, 
Monumenta Cartographica, Cat. 124, no. 28, originally drawn by Sir George Percy or Nathan 

Powell (New York:  Kraus Publications), 1969:  http://norman.hrc.utexas.edu/laausmaps/ 

details.cfin?maprd=52.  The Percy Map is in the Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, 
University of Texas. 
9 John Smith, The Generall Historie of Virginia, New-England, and the Summer Isles (London:  

published by I.D. & I.H. for Michael Sparkes), 1627. 

http://norman.hrc.utexas.edu/laausmaps/%20details.cfin?maprd=52
http://norman.hrc.utexas.edu/laausmaps/%20details.cfin?maprd=52
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what was known and surmised in 1608 as to the area south of the James 

(River).”106 The Zuniga map is believed to have been drawn by or for Captain 

John Smith and sent to England in 1608 while Smith was still at Jamestown. 

Spain’s Ambassador to England, Pedro de Zuniga, purloined a copy of this map 

from Queen Elizabeth’s court and sent it to Spain.  There it remained 

undisturbed in the Spanish archives for three centuries.  Alexander Brown first 

published the Zuniga map in America in 1890, in Genesis of the United States.11  

Brown wrote that the rough Zuniga drawing was sent from Virginia in 1608, to 

illustrate Captain John Smith’s True Relation.12  Information on the Zuniga map 

was apparently obtained from the Powhatan Indians by Smith and others. Map 

expert William Cumming proposed that Nathan Powell, a cartographer who 

accompanied Smith on his Chesapeake Bay adventures, was the artist.   

                                                           
10  Quinn, England and the Discovery of America:  461. 
11  Brown, Genesis:  1067-1068. 
12   John Smith, A True Relation of Such Occurrences and Accidents of Note as Hath Hapned in 
Virginia Since the First Planting of that Colony (London:  Printed for John Tappe, and are to bee 

solde at the Greyhound in Paules-Church yard, by W.W), 1608. 
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Fig. 5 – Zuniga Map below the James River 

Figure 5 shows the lower left corner of the map in Figure 4 ‘South of the 

James River’, turned ninety degrees counterclockwise to a more familiar north-

at-the-top orientation. The Outer Banks are missing, but the island of Roonock 

is clearly identified. The first water body below the James River is usually taken 

to be the Albemarle Sound, and its Chowan and Roanoke River tributaries. The 

second water body is then assumed to be the Pamlico Sound and River. The 

lower streams are believed to represent the Neuse and Trent Rivers.  

Unfortunately, there has been no consensus among historians over the centuries 

about the identifications of these rivers.  
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Fig. 6 Zuniga Map below the James River    Fig. 7 Zuniga Map Messages about Survicors 

 

Figure 6 shows the scribbled messages about surviving Englishmen as 

they appear (inverted) on the Zuniga Map, and Figure 7 shows the authors’ 

transliteration of these messages. Figure 8 is a copy of the words within the 

dashed box in Figures 6, and the most important message on the map. The 

authors agree with David Beers Quinn, James Horne, and Thomas Parramore 

that the message in the box in Figure 6 and below reads:  “here the King of 

Paspahegh reported our men to be, went to se.[sic]”137(Translation: personal 

contact was made).  As this demonstrates, the Zuniga map messages were not 

easy to read. 

 

Fig. 8 Writing on Zuniga Map in Dashed Box in Figure 7  

                                                           
13  James Horne, A Kingdom Strange (New York:  Basic Books), 2005:  214; Tom and Barbara 

Parramore, Looking for the “Lost Colony” (Raleigh:  Tanglewood Press), 1984:  21; Quinn, England 
and the Discovery of America:  461-166.  Alexander Brown and others have interpreted this to 

read, "Here the King of Paspehegh reported our men to be, and wants to go." 
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 John Smith learned from the king of Paspahegh that there were many 

men at a place called Panawiock (Pomeyooc) clothed like Englishmen. Smith 

wrote:  “We had agreed with the king of Paspahegh, to conduct two of our men to 

a place called Panawiock (Pomeyooc) beyond Roonok, where he reported many 

men to be apparelled. Wee landed him at Warraskoyack. . . .”148 Smith’s statement 

is reflected on the Zuniga map segment in Figure 8 in the statement:  “Here 

Paspahegh and two of our men landed to 

go to Panawiock.”  

As David Beers Quinn wrote, when 

Captain Christopher Newport brought the 

first supply ship to Jamestown in January 

1608, he was apparently instructed to 

organize a search for the lost colonists as 

soon as possible.15  Smith tells us that in 

the same month a search was 

undertaken.  

The departure point of Smith’s two 

men on the south side of the James River 

would have been the Pagan River, where 

Fig. 9-John White 1585 Manuscript Map B the Warraskoyack Indians were located      

                                                           
14  Smith, True Relation:  53.  The quote adds, “where [he] playing the villaine, and deluding us 
for rewards, returned within three or foure dayes after, without going further.” 
15 Quinn, England and the Discovery of America:  460. 
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(Figure 9).  Quinn wrote that within three or four days the king of Paspahegh 

could have escorted the two unnamed men as far as his canoe could travel on 

the Pagan River, then overland to a Chowan River tributary. 

The Paspahegh king then abandoned them or passed them over to 

Chowanoke or Weapemeoc Indians.  Quinn suggests that the men sent by John 

may have convinced the Weapemeoc Indians to take them down the Chowan 

River to the Albemarle Sound.  From there, they may have either proceeded down 

the Alligator River to Tramanskecooc or to the Pamlico Sound and up Far Creek 

to Pomeyooc near Engelhard, NC today.  

Quinn concluded that their destination, Panawiock, was meant to be the 

village of Pomeyooc, located above Wyesocken Bay and beside Lake 

Mattamuskeet on John White’s 1585 map in Figure 9.16 9William Cumming and 

Stephen Weeks agreed with Quinn’s placing of Pomeyooc village between the 

Sounds.17  Although Quinn’s Zuniga interpretation appears reasonable, others 

have disagreed.18  A better interpretation was clearly needed to resolve these 

differences; and, with the help of the Percy, Farrar, White, Zuniga and Mouzon 

maps cited throughout this paper, the authors will show that they have found 

that better interpretation.  

                                                           
16  Quinn, England and the Discovery of America:  460.  Quinn’s spelling of this site was Pomeioc, 

but it was more often spelled Pomeyooc in maps. 
17  Stephen B. Weeks, The Lost Colony of Roanoke:  It’s Fate And Survival (New York:  The 

Knickerbocker Press), 1891:  30; William P. Cumming, The Southeast in Early Maps, 3rd Edition 

(Chapel Hill:  UNC Press), 1996:  137. 
18  Lee Miller, Samuel Ashe, and James Horn were among those who placed Panawicke between 
the Moratoc and Chowan rivers at Salmon Creek.  Lee Miller, Roanoke:  Solving the Mystery of 
the Lost Colony (New York:  Arcade Publishing), 2000:  259; Samuel A'Court Ashe, History of 
North Carolina, I. (Greensboro:   Charles L. Van Noppen), 1925:  143, 47; Horne, A Kingdom 
Strange:  229. 
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THE PERCY MAP 

The Percy Map, shown without additions in Figure 2, was annotated by 

this paper’s authors and made larger in Figure 10.  The map was produced in 

1608, about the same year as the Zuniga Map.  Map authorship has not yet been 

determined, but Nathan Powell is believed to be the author and one of the two 

men who went to Pomeyooc.  H. P. Kraus called this map the Percy Map when 

discussing it.  Although Jamestown Governor George Percy’s involvement with 

this map is poorly established, the authors have adopted the Percy name used 

by Kraus and tentatively accepted by its present owners at the University of 

Texas.19 10  

 
Fig. 10 The Percy Map 

                                                           
19 Kraus, 1969:  http://norman.hrc.utexas.edu/krausmaps/details.cfm?mapId=52. 

 

http://norman.hrc.utexas.edu/krausmaps/details.cfm?mapId=52
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Historian David Beers Quinn was aware of the Percy map and its possible 

relationship to the better known Zuniga Map.  Some sixty years ago he wrote:  

The Virginia map offered for sale by Mr. H. P. Kraus of New York in 
1969 has perhaps some relationship to the Zuniga map.  If so, it is 
more likely to belong to late 1608 or early 1609 than the 1610 date 

tentatively assigned to it.  This map has four rivers to the south of 
the James entering the sea from the west, but they are not sharply 
differentiated and contain no named locations, though a total of 

fifteen half-circles, apparently indicating Indian village sites on 
them, are shown.  It might be suggested that this part of the map 
does reflect, though very faintly, the first 1608 expedition to the south, 
but there is nothing of evidential value in it for that area [Emphasis 

added].2011 

 
The authors agree that “this part of the map does reflect the first 1608 

expedition to the south,” but they do not agree with Quinn that “there is nothing 

of evidential value in it.”  Quinn and others may have failed to recognize the 

potential of the Percy Map because they probably did not access the large original 

map at the University of Texas.  The original map has five Indian villages (very 

likely including Tramanskecooc and Pomeyooc) and a creek leading to Pomeyooc 

painted red.  These locations correspond with information received back in 

England, and were included in the instructions to the Jamestown colony in 1609. 

The few handwritten notes on the map cannot be read accurately at the scale in 

Figure 10, but they can be read on the enlarged digital version found on a 

University of Texas website where the red villages appear.21  

Dashed rectangles were added in Figure 10 to highlight the few places 

where there are hand written notes on the map. The rectangles at [A] enclose 

                                                           
20  Quinn, England and the Discovery of America:  461. 

21  Kraus, 1969:  http://norman.hrc.utexas.edu/krausmaps/details.cfm?mapId=52. 

http://norman.hrc.utexas.edu/krausmaps/details.cfm?mapId=52
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hand written labels for C[ape] Henry and Chesepian Bay, confirming that the 

Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries are depicted. The name Werowacomoco 

village at [B] at the fork of the York River was where John Smith obtained 

information about surviving Englishmen from the king of the Powhatan 

Confederation. High up on the river at [C] are the words Monacon enemyes of 

powaton that indicate this is the James River.  Having identified the James River, 

it is concluded that the three water courses outlined in the part labeled ‘South 

of the James River’ represent the Albemarle Sound [D], the Pamlico Sound [E], 

and the Neuse River [F].  

The five Indian villages and watercourse designated in red on the original 

map are the major foci of the map.  The two red marked villages above the York 

River [G] likely represent sources of valuable copper and puccoon (bloodroot, a 

dye) identified by early explorers.  The red Indian village at [H] likely represents 

the copper mines at Chunis Temoatan (known as Ocachohorn and Ritanoe in 

other narratives) that Ralph Lane failed to reach in 1586.  The two red marked 

Indian villages and red watercourse at [I] between the Albemarle and Pamlico are 

of great interest to the authors because of the likelihood that they represent 

Tramanskecooc and Pomeyooc shown on the White 1585 Map in Figure 9.  This 

discovery supports Quinn’s contention that Panawiock on the Zuniga map is 

Pomeyooc. 
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Fig. 11 Percy Map with the Indian Villages Named 

Figure 11 shows the part of Figure 10 representing ‘south of the James 

River’.  Quinn suggested that the half-moon shapes on the rivers represented 

Indian villages.  The authors were able to identify the half-moon shapes and 

confirm Quinn’s theory by finding similarly located Indian village names on 

several of John White’s maps, such as the John White 1585 map in Figure 9 (a 

blowup of the map was necessary to read the names of the villages).  These village 

labels further confirm that the large water courses were meant to represent the 

Albemarle, the Pamlico, and the Neuse.  The authors proffer that the two red 

marked Indian villages falling midway between the Albemarle Sound and the 

Pamlico Sound in Figures 10 and 11 are meant to represent Pomeyooc & 

Tramanskecooc, and the red line must represent Far Creek, the watercourse 
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leading to Pomeyooc.  This strongly suggests that the two men sent by John 

Smith to search for the colonists must have found these two villages.  They must 

then have prepared the Percy map based on their own observations at the site, 

unlike the Zuniga map that clearly was drawn from verbal description.  John 

White’s 1585 map shows a wide bay dividing into two creeks above Wyesocken 

Bay in Figure 9.  The red watercourse on the Percy Map must therefore represent 

the most westerly of the two creeks.  Pomeyooc appears on the White map in 

Figure 9 just above Far Creek and beside Lake Mattamuskeet.  

     

   Fig. 12 Northeastern North Carolina  Map          Fig. 13 Outline of Figure 15 Map  

To confirm their conclusions proffered above, the authors decided to 

demonstrate that the Percy map was drawn to emphasize the location of 

Pomeyooc & Tramanskecooc.  Their approach was to overlay a transparent Percy 

map over the outline of a modern map of northeastern North Carolina.  The 

modern map in Figure 12 is shown in outline in Figure 13.  

Indian Villages 
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Fig. 14 Percy Map Used for Transparency  

The Percy map in Figure 11 was rotated counterclockwise in Figure 14, 

and a transparency was made of it.  By placing the transparent Percy Map over 

the outline of the modern map and adjusting it appropriately, the map in Figure 

15 was produced.  

 

Fig. 15 - Percy Map Segment in Red over North Carolina Map 

North  
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In it, the watercourse identified as the Albemarle in the Percy map fell 

upon the Albemarle Sound in the modern map.  The river identified as the 

Pamlico fell similarly west of the Pamlico Sound.  The river identified as the Neuse 

fell near but below the modern map’s Neuse River.  The accuracy of the 

geography represented in the Percy map was a great improvement over the 

Zuniga map.  

With the overlay appropriately placed over the modern map in Figure 

15, the red Indian village designation for Pomeyooc on the Percy 

transparency falls beside Lake Mattamuskeet, right where John 

White had placed it in Figures 9. Similarly, Tramanskecooc falls 

beside the lower Alligator River, again right where White places it.  

Assuming Smith’s two men reached Pomeyooc & Tramanskecooc 

they should have found many men there dressed like Englishmen. 

John Smith wrote:  “We agreed with the king of Paspahegh to conduct 

two of our men to a place called Panawiock (Pomeyooc)beyond 

Roonok, where he reported many men to be appareled.”22 12   

The authors of this paper believe the many men at Pomeyooc were the 1587 

colonists, and no alternate explanation yet offered satisfies the present facts.  

The Indian villages marked in red are compelling and inexplicable evidence 

supporting that the 1608 expedition sent to reach the Lost Colony succeeded in 

their task. 

BEECHLAND AND THE LOST COLONY 

In the remainder of this paper, the authors will briefly summarize their 

published theory and introduce the maps that first led them to conclude that 

Tramanskecooc in the Beechland community was the destinations of the 1587 

                                                           
22  Edward Arver, Ed., Travel & Works of Captain John Smith (Edinburgh:  John Grant), 1910:  

23.   
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colonists.  The authors’ interest in the fate of Raleigh’s 1587 colonists increased 

when they learned about Beechland, a community abandoned around 1840 

because of a “black tongue disease”. Beechland had been a spread-out 

community located east of the lower Alligator River in Dare County, near where 

John White placed the village of Tramanskecooc (Figure 16).  According to oral 

histories compiled by Mary Wood Long in The Five Lost Colonies of Dare23 and by 

others,24 Beechland was settled by Raleigh’s lost colonists and Indians. 

Beechland remained ignored in historical documents until it appeared in print 

in the 1808 Price and Struthers map of North Carolina (see the barely visible 

Beech L in Figure 16).25  Descendants of Beechland claim it was settled two 

centuries before this map was drawn.  Its oral history receives support from the 

analyses of the Zuniga and Percy maps, which show that the Beechland area is 

where the king of Paspahegh “reported many men to be appareled.”2613  

                                                           
23  Mary Wood Long, The Five Lost Colonies of Dare (Elizabeth City, NC:  Family Research Center), 

2000.  

24  McMullan, Beechland & the Lost Colony; Charles Whedbee, “Beechland,” Legends of the Outer 
Banks and Tar Heel Tidewater (Winston-Salem:  John F. Blair, Publisher), 1966; Bill Sharp, A 
New Geography of North Carolina, Vol. II - 25 Counties (Raleigh, NC:  Edwards & Broughton Co.), 

1958; Nell Wise-Wechter, “EAST LAKE”, Some Whispers of Our Name, (Random Lake, Wisconsin: 

Times Print), 1975; D. L. Austin, “Letter to the Editor,” The Coastland Times, Manteo, NC:  Apr. 

28, 1983; Victor Meekings, “Colony Was Never Lost, Merged With Settlers, Dare Native Says”, 
News and Observer, Raleigh, NC:  July 03, 1960; Willard, “Disappearing Indians” 

http://www.lost-colony.com/disappearing.html; “Migration Patterns of Coastal N.C. Indians,” 
http://www.lost-colony.com/migrationpatterns.html. 

25 Beech L., Tramanskecooc, and the circle were added by the authors. 

26Arver, Travel and Works of Captain John Smith:  23. 

http://www.lost-colony.com/disappearing.html
http://www.lost-colony.com/migrationpatterns.html
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   Fig. 16 Beechland: 1808 Price-Strothers      Fig. 17 White 1585 ms B: 50 Miles into the Maine  

In seeking to determine if there is other evidence to support the Beechland 

oral history, the authors first examined the narratives in the Roanoke Voyages—

as presented in the publications of David Beers Quinn.27.  The 1587 and 1590 

narratives of John White’s voyages to Roanoke Island provided several clues. 

White wrote of the direction and distance the colonists had planned to move from 

Roanoke Island.  He twice reported that, “for at my comming away they were 

prepared to remove from Roanoke 50 miles into the maine”.28  The ‘maine’ 

certainly included mainland Dare, and the distance by water from Roanoke 

Island to Tramanskuecooc village in Beechland is 50 miles (Figure 17). 14 

In his 1590 narrative, John White also reported that he found ‘Croatoan’ 

carved on a post at the abandoned Roanoke Island fort, which suggests that the 

                                                           
27  David B. Quinn and Allison M. Quinn, eds., The First Colonists:  Document on the Planning of 
the First English Settlements in North America 1584-1590 (Raleigh:  North Carolina Department 

of Cultural Resources, Division of Archives and History), 1982:  iv, xvi and many other books. 
28  Quinn, The First Colonists:  103, 126. 
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colonists left with the Croatan Indians.2915However, Beechland was in 

Tramanskecooc territory of the Secotan Confederation (Figure 17), and the 

Secotan had become deadly enemies of the English following Ralph Lane’s attack 

on them in 1586. The Croatan would not have escorted the colonists to 

Beechland while the Secotan controlled the Tramanskecooc territory. However, 

the authors have learned that, after John White departed for England, the 

Secotan were no longer in control of Tramanskecooc. The Secotan had been 

decimated in battles with Siouan and Iroquois enemies to the west, weakened by 

Ralph Lane’s attack, and devastated by European diseases. With the Secotan 

thus weakened, a confederation of the Croatan and colonists, equipped with 

weapons and armor, comprised a powerful alliance.  

Manteo was chosen by Raleigh to be a leader of this alliance, and he 

inherited Wingina position as Queen Elizabeth’s appointed Lord in Virginia. 

Wanchese ran to the Secotan after returning from their 1584 trip to England 

with Amadas and Barlowe, but Manteo remained faithful to the English. In 1585 

and 1586, Manteo aided John White, Ralph Lane, and Thomas Harriot as guide 

and interpreter on many English expeditions into the interior. After a second trip 

to England with Thomas Harriet in Sir Frances Drake’s fleet, Manteo returned 

with John White 1587 colony and was awarded the title of Lord of Roanoak and 

Dasamonquepeuc, the area of Beechland and Tramanskecooc. As John White 

wrote, “. . .  our Savage Manteo, by the commandement of Sir Walter Raleigh, was 

christened in Roanoak, and called Lord thereof, and of Dasamongueponke, in 

                                                           
29  Quinn, The First Colonists:  126. 
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reward for his faithfull service.”3016It is then likely that Manteo and his Croatan 

Indians would have led their confederates, the colonist, to Tramanskuecooc.   

Numerous maps produced after 1587 show that Manteo and the Croatan 

had gained control of Secotan territory. As David Beers Quinn explained, 

Dasamonquepeuc was an Algonquin term meaning, “where there is an expanded 

land surface separated by water.”31  Such an expanded land surface may have 

been the Dare mainland or the entire Secotan peninsula between the Albemarle 

and Pamlico Sounds. When the Farrer 1650 map in Figure 18 was published, 

Farrer interpreted the Dazamoncak territory as stretching broadly over the entire 

region. In the Morden map of 1687 in Figure 19, the same territory had become 

Croatum.   

       

Fig. 18 ‘Dazamoncak’ on 1650 Farrer Map       Fig. 19 ‘Croatum’ on Morden 1687 Map 

                                                           
30  Quinn, First Colonists, 102. 
31 David Beers Quinn, ed., The Roanoke Voyages 1584-1590 Vol. II (New York:  Dover 

Publications), 1955:  869. 
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Between the John White’s 1585 drawings of Virginia and first Lords 

Proprietors’ 1672 map of Carolina, maps that included the 

Dasamonquepeuc/Croaum region copied John White’s maps of 1585 and 1590.32  

In the historically dark period before 1650, all map of Virginia copied John White 

maps, because there had been there were no new surveys of the interior. As map 

expert William P. Cumming explains: 17 

For the first fifty years of the 17th Century. . . .geographers. . . .drew 
upon Le Moyne’s and White’s maps with varying degrees of 
inaccuracy.  [L]ittle new information was available to the most 

assiduous seeker of increased knowledge.33 
 

When new maps of the region began to appear after 1672, the 

Dasamonquepeuc label had been replaced by the Croatan label.  The Morden 

1687 Map in Figure 19 shows ‘Croatum’ (Croatan) stretched over the entire 

territory between the Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds. In other maps of the 

period, Croatan covered only the Dare peninsula. UNC Historian Steven B. 

Weeks first recognized the change and wrote in his 1891 publication:34 

. . . .the Hatteras Indians having abandoned their residence on 
Croatan Island, and the English colonists having given up their 
settlements on Roanoke Island, both settled on the fertile peninsula 

of Dasamonguepeuk. . . .The name of their former place of residence 
followed the tribe, was applied to their new home, and thus got into 

the later maps. . .maps have located Croatan on the mainland, on 
Ogilby’s map, published by the Lords Proprietors in 1672, on 
Morden’s map of 1687, and on Lawson’s map, published in 1709. 

 
McMullan and Willard were able to confirm Weeks’ findings and add 

several other maps to those he had identified. The John Ogilby 1672 map, “A 

                                                           
32  The 1657 Cumerford map supplied new survey information for the 1672 Ogilby map.  
33  Cumming, The Southeast in Early Maps, 1996:  11. 
34   Weeks, The Lost Colony of Roanoke, 1891:  23-4.   
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New Description of Carolina” in Figure 20, was produced for the Lords Proprietors 

from a new survey and was the first to identifying the Dare peninsula as 

‘Croatan’. Croatan then appeared on the entire region on the 1676 Speed Map in 

Figure 21, and on the Dare Peninsula in the 1709 Lawson Map in Figure 22. 

Before producing the Lawson map of 1709, Lawson had visited the Croatan, 

giving a bit more credibility to their relocation. The last to show Croatan across 

the entire Dare peninsula was the 1738 Wimble Map. The Wimble Map in Figure 

23, “His Majesties Province of North Carolina”, was produced when the Crown 

replaced the Lords Proprietors. Later maps show the Dare peninsula covered 

with swamp, but with a wide cleared strip on the northeast edge showing 

“Croatan Land”.    

           
   Fig. 20 - 1672 Ogilby Map                                Fig. 21 - 1676 Speed Map 

http://dc.lib.unc.edu/cdm/search/searchterm/description
http://dc.lib.unc.edu/cdm/search/searchterm/Carolina
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Fig. 22 - 1709 Lawson Map         Fig. 23 - 1738 Wimble Map 

 
The approximate location of BEECHLAND is shown within CROATAN on each of these maps. 

This evidence of Croatan control of the region explains why Raleigh’s 

colonists could have ventured down the Alligator River to Tramanskuecooc and 

other Indian villages in Beechland without entering into deadly conflict with the 

Secotan.  Over time, the colonist became much like the natives as they increasing 

the strength and territory controlled by the Croatan Indians.  

SASSAFRAS 

Having shown that Beechland, as a destination for the colonists, was not 

in conflict with the clues in John White’s 1587 and 1590 narratives, the authors 

tackled the next question: what reason would the colonist have had to go to 

Beechland?  A possible answer, ‘sassafras’, was suggested in the 1650 map by 

John Farrer in Figure 24.  A tree labeled ‘sassafras tree’ is at the bottom of the 

Alligator River in the map. 
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                                                  Fig. 24 - Sassafras on 1650 Farrer Map3518 

The authors of this paper have learned that sassafras was very important 

to Sir Walter Raleigh.  An association between the Farrer family and Thomas 

Harriet may explain how a single sassafras tree appeared on the 1657 map. 

Thomas Harriot may have provided information for the map, and his possible 

participation gives support to the authors’ theory.  

The Farrer map was first drawn as an illustration for the book Virgo 

Triumphans, and principal author Edward Williams gave John Farrer credit for 

most of the information in that book.36  The book and map were intended to 

                                                           
35  The map was first published in 1650 by John Farrer (sometimes spelled Ferrar or Ferrer or 

Farrar).  Farrer (1590-1657) was born in London. He was a member of the Royal Council of the 
Virginia Company from 1619-1622.  An active investor in and promoter of the colony, he . . .  

named his first daughter after the colony.  John Farrar, “A mapp of Virginia discovered to ye 

Hills, and in it’s Latt:  From 35. deg. & ½ neer Florida, to 41. deg. bounds of New England”, 

Collegit:  Domina Virginia Farrar, sold by I. Stevenson at ye Sunne below Ludgate, 1651: 

http://www.collectorsfolio.com/rare-books/86/231/farrar-farrer-john-a-mapp-of-virginia-
discouered-to-ye-hills-first-edition.  

36  Edward Williams, Virgo Triumphans: or, Virginia richly and truly valued (London:  Thomas 

Harper), 1650.  No extant copy has the map in it, but the book is not complete without it. 

http://www.collectorsfolio.com/rare-books/86/231/farrar-farrer-john-a-mapp-of-virginia-discouered-to-ye-hills-first-edition
http://www.collectorsfolio.com/rare-books/86/231/farrar-farrer-john-a-mapp-of-virginia-discouered-to-ye-hills-first-edition
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promote ‘Carolana’, the name then given to the territory first explored by 

Raleigh’s 1585-86 expedition.  Soon after this Farrer map was published, and 

before the Lords Proprietors grant of 1663, ‘Carolana’ became ‘Carolina’ and the 

settlement grew significantly for the first time.  

Thomas Harriot and his Brief and True Report were in a position to 

influenced Virgo Triumphans and its map.37  Sometime between 1598 and 1605, 

Harriot moved to the home of Raleigh’s friend Henry Percy, brother to Jamestown 

Governor George Percy, and he remained there for many years. Virginia 

Company records show that Harriot was positioned to advise John Farrer, father 

of John the mapmaker and Deputy to Treasurer Sir Thomas Smith of the Virginia 

Company:3819 

[Captain Christopher] Newport. . . .sat in conclusion with Sir 
Thomas Smith, as did Richard Hakluyt, and Thomas Harriot who. 

. . .had gone to Roanoke Island for Raleigh in 1585, and who’s True 
Report of Virginia, published in 1588, still remained a chief 

dependence of the London adventurers (Emphasis added). 

It is conceivable that Farrer and Williams obtained a copy of Harriot’s 

missing chronicle for use in the preparation of Virgo Triumphans.  Even if he did 

not have access to Harriot’s Chronicle, the younger John Farrer had access to 

Harriot himself before Harriot died in 1618. That may have been how Farrer 

learned of the location of the sassafras tree and the two forts that are shown in 

symbols on the Carolana portion of his map in Figure 25.39  The only drawing of 

                                                           
37  Thomas Harriot, A Briefe and True Report of the New Found Land of Virginia, 1590; Theodor 

de Bry Edition, edited by Paul Hulton (New York:  Dover Publications), 1972. 
38  Wesley Frank Craven, The Virginia Company of London, 1606-1624 (Williamsburg:  Virginia 

350th Anniversary Celebration Corporation), 1957:  15-6. 
39  In Figure 8 there is a fort symbol under the Dasamonquepeuc label, and another on the 

Chowan River.  No information has been found by the authors to explain these symbols. 
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a ‘saffafras tree’ (sassafras tree) is located at the lower end of the Alligator River 

in Figure 25.  This is where the village of Tramanskecooc is located on in the 

John White map in Figure 26. 20 

            

  Fig. 25 - Sassafras Tree and Forts on 1657 Farrer Map       Fig. 26 - John White1585  Manuscript Map B  

The authors of this paper found repeated references to sassafras in the 

Roanoke Voyages narratives.  Further research showed that sassafras was a 

highly valued syphilis treatment in Europe at that time.  Thomas Harriot was 

well aware of this sassafras benefit.  In his Brief and True Report, he wrote about 

the availability of sassafras in ‘Virginia’.40  Harriot did not state the specific 

location of sassafras because there were some who were not “welwillers” who 

might wish to obtain Virginia sassafras without Raleigh’s permission:41 

I might have said more; as of the particular places where [our secret 
commodities] are founde . . .but because others then welwillers [i.e., 
those who do not wish us well] might be therewithal acquainted, not 

to the good of the action, I have willingly omitted them:  knowing 
that to those that are well disposed I have uttered, according to my 
promise and purpose of this part sufficient. 

                                                           
40 Harriot, Brief and True Report:  11.  
41  Harriot, Brief and True Report:  12. 

          Tramanskecooc 

 

Pomeyooc   

    

Alligator River           

North  

         Alligator River           

North  
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The Roanoke Voyage narrative of Thomas Harriot state that he and Raleigh 

were aware of the medicinal value of sassafras.  But was its value great enough 

for Raleigh to make it a major export to England - and hide its location?  The 

answer is yes.  The authors found abundance evidence that Sir Walter Raleigh 

profited greatly from the sale of sassafras.  After Sir Francis Drake returned in 

1586 with sassafras, it became Sir Walter Raleigh’s most highly profitable import 

from America.4221In an article in Apothecary’s Cabinet, David Cowen summarized 

evidence found in a letter from Sir Walter Raleigh to Queen Elizabeth’s Secretary 

of State, Sir Robert Cecil:43  

Sir Walter Raleigh became active in its trade and obtained a 
monopoly in it.  Sir Walter was selling sassafras for £1,000 to £2,000 

a ton and he estimated his return as from 800% to 1,000%.  In one 
voyage in 1602 he made enough to outfit two more ships, and he 

fought to stop incursions on his patent. 

 

The first shipment of sassafras arrived with Sir Francis Drake’s ship The 

Primrose, part of the fleet that brought Ralph Lane’s colony back to England.44 

Soon other ships on privateering missions for Raleigh and his investors returned 

with sassafras. Co-author Willard has documented at least 283 voyages (1587-

1590) that, while returning to England, were just 12 miles from the Croatan 

Indian site, and most were sent out by the principle investors in Raleigh’s 

Roanoke Voyages.45 22 

                                                           
42  Letter of Sir Walter Raleigh to Sir Robert Cecil, Aug. 21 1602 in Karle Schlieff, “Gosnold:  

1602,” retrieved Apr. 15, 2006, from http://ancientlights.org/gosnold.html.   

43  David L. Cowen, “Boom and Bust:  Sassafras,” Apothecary’s Cabinet, No. 8, fall 2004:  9. 

44  “. . .  & saxafrage, the best thinges in all the lands . . . .” Quinn, Roanoke Voyages I:  308. 

45 Kenneth R. Andrews, Elizabethan Privateering:  English Privateering During the Spanish War, 
1585-1603 (Cambridge, England:  Cambridge University Press), 1964. 

http://ancientlights.org/gosnold.html
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Raleigh sent a small bark or pinnace to ‘Virginia’ for sassafras each year 

for at least six years.46  Raleigh was able to keep monopoly control of sassafras 

imports from Virginia until 1602, when a voyage to America by Bartholomew 

Gosnold and Bartholomew Gilbert brought back an illegal cargo of sassafras. 

“Their freight realized a great profit, the sassafras alone selling for £336 a ton.”47  

Raleigh knew that once sassafras was found elsewhere in America, he would lose 

his ability to control the sassafras trade; and prices would fall.  Raleigh pleaded 

with Sir Robert Cecil, an investor in the sassafras venture, to confiscate Gilbert 

and Gosnell’s cargo.  Raleigh stated:  “. . . .others will also go and destroy the 

trade, which otherwise would yield 8 or 10 for one, in certainty and a return in XX 

weeks.  I beseich yow, favor our right:  and yow shall see what a prety, honorabell 

and sauf trade wee will make.”48  After the Gosnold and Gilbert voyage, others 

began sending ships to America for sassafras.  When the ‘Great Sassafras Hunts 

of 1603’49  began, Raleigh sold charters to maintain control over and continue to 

profit from the sassafras market.  

With confirmation that sassafras was important to Sir Walter Raleigh, the 

authors proffer that a colonist group moved to Tramanskecooc with the Croatan 

to harvest sassafras.  They suggest that the harvested sassafras was moved a 

short distance by land from Tramanskecooc to Pomeyooc.  A pinnace or canoe 

                                                           
46  John M. Brereton, A Briefe and True Relation of the Discovery of the North Part of Virginia, 

(London:  Imperis Geor. Bishop), 1602.   
47  Philip L. Barbour and Warner F. Gookin, Bartholomew Gosnold: Discoverer and Planter 

(Hamden CT: Archon Books), 1963.  
48  Edward Edwards, “Letter of Sir Walter Raleigh to Sir Robert Cecil, Aug. 21, 1602”, The Life of 

Sir Walter Ralegh, Volume II (London:  Macmillan), 1868:  251. 
49  Gerard E.L. Tondu, “1603 – The Great Sassafras Hunts”, U.S. Timeline, posted February 2, 

2014:  http://gerard-tondu.blogspot.com/2014/02/1603-great-sassafras-hunts.html.  

http://gerard-tondu.blogspot.com/2014/02/1603-great-sassafras-hunts.html
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might then have taken the sassafras down Far Creek to the Pamlico Sound, and 

then sailed a short distance to a Croatoan village (Buxton) near Cape Hatteras. 

The accumulated sassafras (and the location of the colonists) would then be easy 

to find on a visit to the village.  Sailing north on the Gulf Stream, Raleigh’s ships 

would have found Cape Hatteras and Croatoan without difficulty. They would 

have gone ashore by Chacandapeco Inlet, which John White sounded before 

going on to Roanoke Island in 1590.  They would then have loaded sassafras on 

their ships and taken their cargoes back to England. 23 

To maintain his charter from Queen Elizabeth while protecting his 

colonists from Spanish raids and his sassafras from his enemies, Raleigh 

continued to claim that his colonists were alive.  He claimed that, because of the 

weather, his ships had not been able to reach them.  Every ship he sent to find 

them reported publicly they had failed to find the colonists, but many returned 

to England with a cargo of sassafras, very likely from Buxton.  This subterfuge 

was done to hide the location of the sassafras from adventurers - as well as to 

reduce the chance that the Spaniards would find them. Such caution was 

necessary; Spanish archives show that Spain continued to search for English 

colonies in order to destroy them.50  

Sassafras continued to be exported from the New World long after 

Jamestown was settled.  Sassafras was the primary export from Jamestown (and 

Croatan) until an improved strain of tobacco replaced it. Although market 

                                                           
50  David B. Quinn, “Some Spanish Reactions to Elizabethan Colonial Enterprises”, Transactions 
of the Royal Historical Society, 5th Series, Vol. 1 (Cambridge, England:  Cambridge University 

Press), 1951:  1-23. 
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saturation caused the prices of sassafras to fall to “50£ per Tonne”, far below 

Raleigh’s monopoly prices of £1,000 to £2,000 a ton, the Jamestown colony 

continued to flood the English market with sassafras.51  The Virginia Council 

reported that on his return to England from his first trip to Jamestown in 1607, 

Captain Christopher Newport carried sassafras:  “13 July 1607 Newport: For his 

cargo he carried. . . . .so much sassafras root that the leaders of the colony feared 

that the market for this established staple of the American trade might be 

ruined.”52 24 

This paper’s authors have reason to believe that Newport’s 1607 cargo of 

sassafras was a continuation of Raleigh’s exports from Croatan rather than a 

beginning of exports from Jamestown.  In his Discourse of Virginia, Edward Maria 

Wingfield, the first President of the Jamestown Colony, wrote that on leaving 

Jamestown in June 22, 1607, Newport had gone to Croatan. Wingfield wrote:53 

“June, 1607. -- The 22th, Captayne Newport retorned for England. July.--Th 3 of 

July, 7 or 8 Indians presented the President a dear from Pamaonke, a wyrouance, 

desiring our friendshipp.  They enquired after our shipping; wch the President said 

was gon to Croutoon.”  

                                                           
50  David B. Quinn, “Some Spanish Reactions to Elizabethan Colonial Enterprises”, Transactions 
of the Royal Historical Society, 5th Series, Vol. 1 (Cambridge, England:  Cambridge University 

Press), 1951:  1-23. 

51  The Calendars of State Papers of the Public Record Office in London has instruction for things 
to be sent from “Virginia”, which included:  “Small Sassafras Rootes to be drawen in the winter 
and dryed and none to be medled with in the somer and yt is worthe 50£ and better, p. Tonne.” 

52  Craven, The Virginia Company:  13.  

53  Edward Maria Wingfield, “A Discourse of Virginia,” Printed from Original manuscript in the 

Lambeth Library by Charles Deane (Boston:  Massachusetts Historical Society), 1860:  15. 
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While with the Roanoke voyages, the Jamestown voyages, and as captain 

of Raleigh investor John Watts’ privateering fleet, Newport’s ships often returned 

to England with sassafras. Newport may have investigated the sassafras 

operation near Pomeyooc when his ship took on sassafras while anchored off 

Croatoan. His presence could explain the notation, ‘Nuport nuse Pt’ (Newport 

News Point), on the Mouzon Map of 1775 in Figure 27.  Nupertneus Pt was on 

the east side of the Alligator River at the entrance to Swan Lake Creek. The 

presence of this notation suggests that the point was named to honor Newport.  

       

   Fig. 27 – ‘Nupertneus pt.’ on Mouzon Map54 25 

The notation ‘Nuport nuse Pt’ (Newport News Point) appears on the Mouzon 

map in Figure 27 at the same location as Tramanskecooc on the John White 

1585 map, at the same location as the sassafras tree on the Farrar map, at the 

same location as Beechland on the Percy map, and at the same general location 

as Pomeyooc on the Zuniga map – where, according to the Zuniga/Percy 

                                                           
54  Henry Mouzon et al., “An Accurate map of North and South Carolina With Their Indian 
Frontiers” (London:  R. Sayer & J. Bennett), 1775; Thomas Jefferys, The American Atlas (London:  

R. Sayer and J. Bennett), 1776.   

Newport News Point  

(Nupertneus Pt) 
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analyses, the king of Paspahegh “reported many men to be appareled”.5526It is 

unlikely to have been a coincidence that these map clues to the fate of the 1587 

colony are so close to each other.  The “coincidence” of all five of these clues 

being random makes these discoveries seemingly inexplicable. That all are within 

the Beechland Community, where oral history states that descendants of the 

Lost Colony and the Croatan Indians lived together, makes such coincidences 

even less likely.  

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 

Thorough an integrated analysis of the Zuniga, Farrer, Mouzon, White, 

and Percy maps, the authors of this paper have interpreted the previously 

inexplicable clues and messages they contain about the Lost Colony. These maps 

contain information about a two-man expedition sent south by John Smith in 

1608. They were following Virginia Company orders, brought by Christopher 

Newport, to find Raleigh’s 1587 colonists.  The Zuniga/Percy/Mouzon analyses 

clearly identified Pomeyooc and Tramanskuecooc in Beechland as the place where 

“[The] king of Paspahegh. . . . .reported many men to be appareled and went to se 

(sic).” 56  This paper’s authors have every reason to believe that these many men 

were part of the 1587 colony and that they were found by the two explorers.  

Prior to the Zuniga/Percy/Mouzon analyses, McMullan and Willard had 

identified other information suggesting Pomeyooc and Tramanskuecooc as the 

                                                           
55  This location is on the Mouzon map at the end of Gibbs Creek and beside Mattamuskeet Lake. 

In the White DeBry 1590 map, Tramanskecooc had strangely been moved across the river. 

56  Arver, Travel and Works of Captain John Smith:  23. 
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likely original destination of many of the 1587 colonists.27John White wrote that 

the colonists planned to go “50 miles into the maine”, and Tramanskuecooc is fifty 

miles from Roanoke Island.57  Raleigh’s documented sassafras imports began in 

1586, and sassafras had become “a staple of the American trade” long before the 

Jamestown settlement of 1607.58  The 1650 Farrer map show a sassafras tree at 

Tramanskuecooc, suggesting that this village was a source of Raleigh’s sassafras 

and provided an economic explanation for the Beechland destination. A point 

near Tramanskecooc was named for Captain Christopher Newport, who was a 

participant in the Roanoke Voyages and the sassafras trade for the John Watts 

Syndicate.  

Oral histories have long claimed that the Lost Colonists and Croatan 

Indians lived together in Beechland, and professional archaeologists have 

confirmed the historic importance of this ancient abandoned community.59  No 

other proposed destination of the Lost Colony has such oral history, 

archaeological evidence, and relevant maps associated with it. This earlier 

evidence and the Zuniga/Percy analyses all but confirm Pomeyooc and 

Tramanskuecooc as the primary destinations of the colonists. 

Since this paper’s authors first proposed the Beechland theory, all of the 

new evidence uncovered by the authors, including the Percy Map, has supported 

their theory.  Space limitations would not permit the authors to introduce almost 

                                                           
57  Quinn, The First Colonists:  103, 126. 

58  Craven, The Virginia Company:  13.  

59  Carolina Archaeological Services, “A Cultural Resources Reconnaissance for Prulean Farms 

Joint Venture Proposed Farmlands Project,” (Research Triangle Park NC:   Research Triangle 

Institute), October 1982. 
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100 additional clues that support their thesis or the 238 potential sassafras 

voyages made to Croatoan area.28These are being added to the web site of the 

Lost Colony Center for Science and Research:  www.lost-colony.com.60  

Thirty field trips have been made in the last 36 months through nearly 

impassible terrain to pin down the specific locations of the villages of 

Tramascacook and Pomeyooc.  The authors will continue to explore the area until 

convincing archaeological evidence of the presence of the 1587 colonists at 

Beechland is found.  Meanwhile, other research papers are being prepared by 

the authors to further document the importance of sassafras to Sir Walter 

Raleigh and to clearly establish that Sir Walter Raleigh engaged in subterfuge to 

protect his colony and his sassafras location.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
60  Two addenda have been prepared to supplement and to expand this research:  please refer to 

“Voyages to West Indies and Colony”, a compilation of all the voyages made between 1584 and 

1618, with special emphasis given to the 283 voyages between 1587 and 1590.  “Breadcrumbs 
” in the second addendum is a compilation of almost 100 clues that all lead to “Beechland” where 

Sir Walter Raleigh’s 1587 Lost Colony settled.  Frederick L. Willard, Phillip S. McMullan, Kathryn 

L. Sugg (ed.), “Breadcrumbs:  A Compilation of Important Facts & Clues Regardingthe 1587 ‘Lost 

Colony’”, Nov. 2016:  (to be published on) www.lost-colony.com/currentresearch.html; Fred 

Willard, Phil McMullan, Kathryn Sugg, “Voyages to Roanoke andthe Lost Colony, 1584 – 1618:  

Chronological Voyages To The West Indies and Possible Contact With the Lost Colony At The 
Village Of Croatan, Located At Cape Hatteras Today”, Nov. 2016:  (to be published on) www.lost-

colony.com/currentresearch.html. 

http://www.lost-colony.com/
http://www.lost-colony.com/currentresearch.html
http://www.lost-colony.com/currentresearch.html
http://www.lost-colony.com/currentresearch.html
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